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Yasmine :Hello ! Is that Nour ?
Nour : Yes, what’s up ?
Yasmine : Surprise ! A wonderful film will be showed at
the cinema this evening.
Nour : What kind of film ?
Yasmine : It’s a horror film embodied by a famous actor,
Bruce Willis. It’s an amusing story. I’m keen on that kind
of stories. Would you like to come with me ?
Nour : Good idea, thanks. Will Salim join us ?
Yasmine : I’m afraid, he can’t. He’s working overtime. His
boss wants him to finish work .
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Nour : Well, what time is the film ?
Yasmine : At 8.00 p.m
Nour : Where shall we meet ?
Yasmine : Near the cinema , as usual. See you.
Nour: That’s fine. See you, too.

Part one: Reading Comprehension ( /7pts)
• A-Read the dialogue carefully and answer the following questions(2pts)
1-Where will Nour and Yasmine go?
............................................................................................................................................
2-Does Yasmine like horror films ? Justify
....................................................................................................................................................

•

B- Write true or false . Correct the wrong statement (2pts)
1- The film is awful.
2- Nour declined Yasmine’s invitation.
3- Salim won’t go to the cinema.
4- They will meet at work.
• C-Who do the underlined words in the dialogue refer to ?( 1pt)

Me :.....................

he :............................
•

B/

D- Lexis :

MASTERY OF LANGUAGE : (07 Pts)
2- Find in the dialogue words or phrases that are closest in meaning to the following. ( / 1pt)

Scary=

funny=

1- Find in the dialogue words or phrases that are opposite in meaning to the following. ( / 1pt)

Dislike ≠

Start ≠

A- Put in the right punctuation and the capital letters where necessary. ( /1pt)
aliens is on would you like to watch it with me
B-Put in : who or which ( /3pts)
- A film producer is the person ……………….makes films.
- Bruce Willis is the actor………………………….starred in many famous films .
- I liked the comedy ………………..was on last week.
C-Give each situation its function( /3 pts)

Situation

Function

Could you lend me your D V D ,please ?

invitation

Pardon ? Would you repeat, please ?

polite request

I’m sorry. I didn’t come yesterday.

apology

PART TWO : Written expression

Asking for
clarification

( / 6pts )

You are on holidays..There will be a nice film on Saturday evening. You want to invite your friend
to watch a film at the cinema. Write the conversation
YOU:............................................................................. .............. ?.(make sur your friend is free)

YOUR FRIEND:.................................................................................................................................
YOU:....................................................................................................................................? (chek what
your friend likes)
YOUR FRIEND :......................................................................................................................
YOU:..........................................................................................................................................?.(invite
him /her)
RIEND:.....................................................................................................................................................
...
(refuses your invitation giving you an excuse )

